
Mirros

Reflective Beauty

MysticMirror TVs From 
Videotree

 Super Reflective Premium Quality Dielectric LED Mirrors 
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Is it a mirror? Is it a television?
 As if by magic....

Sophisticated, discreet and technically brilliant, the 
Mirros is the ultimate in mirror televisions.
At first glance, it’s a normal mirror. But it turns into 
a beautiful television with an astonishing array of 
features.

Just use the powerful technology cleverly concealed 
behind the mirror to experience dazzlingly full HD, LED 
delivered video and over 70 digital channels from a 
standard TV aerial.
Dielectric glass means perfect reflection when 
the Mirros is off while the HD LED screen provides 
unbelievable picture quality, clarity and brightness.

Attractive, Easy to Use and 
Waterproof!

We developed the concept of the Mirros over 10 
years ago. Since then we’ve improved the design and 
boosted the performance.
It’s absolutely waterproof so it’s ideal for bathrooms. 
In hotels it adds the perfect touch of luxury to en-suite 
rooms, ensuring a truly memorable guest experience.

Designed to add style to any room, the Mirros uses 
our unique “Mirror Touch” screen control for complete 
ease of use. Turn it on and off, adjust the volume and 
change channels without using the remote control.

Touch Technology

Designed And Made In England
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Is it a mirror? Is it a television?
And it`s not just for bathrooms. 

With its advanced, ergonomic design, the Mirros can 
be used anywhere where a mirror would normally 
hang. DVDs, in-house channels, advertising and 
digital signage can all be displayed on the Mirros 
screen, so conference centres, reception areas, 
hallways and presentation suites all make excellent 
locations for it.

Mirros Stunning Design,Powerful 
Features.

•	 Dielectric	Beam	Splitter	Technology	for	unparalleled	
reflection	and	light	conducting	capability

•	 Unique	“Mirror	Touch”	Screen	Control
•	 Built	in	Digital/Analogue	Tuner
•	 Water	resistant	ai	handset	comes	as	standard
•	 IP66	rating	guarantees	complete	waterproof	delivery	
•	 Manufactured	in	3	standard	sizes
•	 Bespoke	sizes	to	suit	your	requirements
•	 Built	in	IP	Receiver	(IP	enabled	version	only)

The Mirros also comes in a variety of vibrant finishes 
to add glamour and appeal to your bathroom.
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3D CAD Designed 27” Screen Off 

27” Screen On



Videotree
ESC House
South Road
Weybridge
Surrey
KT 13 9DZ
01932 856 382
Videotree.com

VideotreeTM

MI 19HD IP/DVBT 

19” LED HD  Screen

Aspect Ratio True 16:9
Contrast Ratio 3000:1
Brightness 350NIT
Dimensions
900H x 750Wx 40D
Screen Resolution 
1366×RGB×768 dots panel with 
about 16.7 million colors
Viewing Angle 85x 85x85x70

MI 27HD IP/DVBT 

27” LED HD  Screen

Aspect Ratio True 16:9
Contrast Ratio 10000:1
Brightness 450NIT
Dimensions
900Hx1600W x 40D
Screen Resolution 
1920 x R.G.B. x 1080 dots panel with 
about 28 million colors
Viewing Angle 85x 85x85x80


